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Outline
• Dark Matter and Missing Momentum 

• LDMX Snowmass status and plans 
• Dark matter LoI 
• Electron-scattering LoI  

(includes neutrino community members) 

• M3 Snowmass status and plans 
• M3 LoI
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What is the physics / motivation for your 
LOIs? 

What will you work on between now and 
Snowmass, and what is your schedule for 

developing a contributed paper? 

What common data sets, joint efforts, etc. 
do you need? 

What would you like to come out of the 
Snowmass process?

https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/RF/SNOWMASS21-RF6_RF0-EF10_EF0-CF1_CF0_Andrew_Whitbeck-104.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/NF/SNOWMASS21-NF6_NF0-RF6_RF0-TF11_TF0-091.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/RF/SNOWMASS21-RF6_RF0-EF10_EF0-CF1_CF0_Andrew_Whitbeck-111.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/RF/SNOWMASS21-RF6_RF0-EF10_EF0-CF1_CF0_Andrew_Whitbeck-104.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/NF/SNOWMASS21-NF6_NF0-RF6_RF0-TF11_TF0-091.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/RF/SNOWMASS21-RF6_RF0-EF10_EF0-CF1_CF0_Andrew_Whitbeck-111.pdf


Thermal, but not WIMP
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Dark matter and dark sectors
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As a byproduct of reaching the important milestones associated with predictive models for the origin of 

dark matter, these experiments will also broadly explore the parameter space for dark matter 

interactions with familiar matter, irrespective of its cosmological origin, including dark matter much 

lighter than the electron.  In the following, we summarize the key capabilities of each technique and 

their general beam and detector requirements, with examples of DOE facilities that would enable them. 

 

 
Figure 2-3: A schematic of accelerator-based techniques which probe Big Bang dark matter production. 
 

Missing momentum experiments (see Figure 2-3, center) in a continuous-wave electron beam offer a 

path to achieving a full 1000-fold or better improvement compared with existing sensitivity over a broad 

range of dark matter masses.  These high-rate, single-particle measurements capitalize on precise and 

modern fast-response and radiation-tolerant detector technologies.  Moreover, they can use kinematic 

techniques to measure dark matter mass and interaction properties in the event of a discovery.  Multi-

GeV continuous-wave electron beams are necessary to enable electron missing-momentum 

experiments.  DOE facilities providing such beams include SLAC (LCLS-II) and Jefferson Laboratory 

(CEBAF).  Concepts for LCLS-II operation would parasitically extract a low-current electron beam in 

parallel with light source operation, while concepts for CEBAF operation would involve dedicated beam 

time in one of Jefferson Laboratory’s experimental halls.  A new dedicated detector operating on a 
muon beamline delivering O(���) muons per minute could be developed, for example, by upgrading a 

secondary muon beamline.  With this beamline, FNAL could perform missing momentum searches 

similar to those utilizing electron beams, perhaps with the same type of detector.  Although further 

studies are still needed, these experiments may reach 10-to-100-fold sensitivity gains over existing 

experiments for dark matter heavier than the muon and can also uniquely test the interaction between 

dark matter and muons. 

 

Beam dump experiments (Figure 2-3, right) using existing electron or proton beams are capable of at 

least 10-fold sensitivity improvements over previous experiments.  Additional measurements of the 

properties of dark matter can be performed in the event of a discovery.  Electron beam-dump 

experiments rely on high-intensity electron beams.  Parasitic use can be made of high-intensity electron 

Thrust 1 (near term): Through 10- to 1000-fold 
improvements in sensitivity over current searches, 
use particle beams to explore interaction strengths 

singled out by thermal dark matter across the 
electron-to-proton mass range.
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beams, such as those delivered by CEBAF or LCLS-II, by placing a detector in a new experimental hall 
built downstream of their beam dumps.  Proton beam dumps offer comparable reach, with unique 
sensitivity to nucleon couplings, and can be realized at several facilities.  Existing infrastructure can be 
exploited in various ways: for example, by steering the FNAL Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) proton beam 
into an upgraded beam dump and looking for dark matter scattering in existing neutrino detectors, or by 
operating new coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering detectors during routine operations of intense low-
energy proton stopped pion sources, such as SNS or LANSCE.  These approaches can expand the dark 
matter search sensitivity below the proton mass.  Placing a new and improved detector on a high-energy 
proton beamline, such as the Fermilab’s Main Injector 120 GeV (1.2 x ���� eV) beamline, would extend 
sensitivity to higher mass. 
 
Thrust 2 (near term and long term): Explore the structure of the dark sector by producing and 
detecting unstable dark particles. 
 
Accelerator-based experiments are the only type of experiment capable of producing not only dark 
matter, but other related particles (the “dark sector”).  The latter class of particles can be detected 
through their decays into ordinary matter.  Two key examples are decays of (i) a new force carrier into 
two particles of visible matter and (ii) additional particles charged under these forces into a dark matter 
particle accompanied by familiar particles.  The second signal is illustrated in Figure 2-4. 
 

 
Figure 2-4: Schematic of accelerator-based techniques that can explore the structure of the dark sector using 
spectrometer-based experiments. 
 
The decays of unstable dark sector particles may produce detectable signals in the beam dump or 
missing momentum experiments motivated by Thrust 1.  For example, semi-visible excited states of dark 
matter may be sufficiently long-lived that their decays are seen in a beam dump experiment, while late 
decays of force carriers may occur in the detector volume of a missing momentum experiment.  These 
dual capabilities underscore the inherently multi-purpose nature of these experimental concepts, the 
full capabilities of which are a subject of ongoing research.  
 
In addition, the requirement of a dark sector motivates spectrometer-based experiments more directly 
tailored to searching for unstable dark sector particles.  These experiments aim to identify and measure 
the visible products of a dark sector particle’s decay  ̶  typically with much shorter baselines than beam 

Thrust 2 (near and long term): Explore the structure 
of the dark sector by producing and detecting 

unstable dark particles.

Dark Matter New Initiatives

https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf?la=en&hash=FCA512364A61567D7442A270D072273DDB56E2B4
https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf?la=en&hash=FCA512364A61567D7442A270D072273DDB56E2B4


Why accelerators?
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beams to investigate the muon g-2 anomaly and search generically for light dark matter 83	
physics preferentially coupling to muons. 84	

	85	
Figure	1:	Thermal	relic	dark	matter	targets	for	direct	detection	(left)	and	accelerator-based	experiments	(right)	86	

Figure 2 (left) illustrates the comprehensive capability of LDMX to confront the low- 87	
mass thermal relic hypothesis. LDMX employs a low current 4 to 12 GeV high-88	
repetition-rate electron beam, from, for example, the JLab CEBAF or proposed SLAC 89	
DASEL beamlines. The dark force carrier is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the 90	
interaction of the electron beam with a thin target. The experimental signature is a soft 91	
wide-angle scattered electron and missing momentum. The detector shown in Fig. 2 92	
(right) is composed of a tracker surrounding the target, to measure each incoming and 93	
outgoing electron individually, and a fast hermetic calorimeter system capable of 94	
sustaining an O(100) MHz rate while vetoing low-multiplicity Standard Model 95	
backgrounds. LDMX leverages mature and developing detector technologies and 96	
expertise from the HPS (Heavy Photon Search) and CMS experiments to achieve the 97	
required detector performance to discover light dark matter.  This proposal focuses on the 98	
LDMX HCal, or hadronic veto system, which plans to leverage Fermilab and CMS 99	
investments in fast electronics and scintillator production. 100	

						 	101	
Figure	2:	Left,	reach	of	the	LDMX	compared	against	current	constraints	and	thermal	relic	targets.	Right,	LDMX	102	

detector	concept	103	
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LDMX Sensitivity and Thermal Targets
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LDMX Experimental Concept

~1 m

Accelerator milestones

Direct Detection Milestones

10-1000x improvements 
Model parameter choices 
“blur” these milestones 
(shown in BRN report) but 
the idea remains

Relativistic production of DM is less sensitive 
to loop- and velocity-suppressed couplings
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FIG. 8: Conceptual drawing of the LDMX experiment, showing the electron beam passing through a tagging
tracker, impacting on a thin tungsten target, the recoil tracker, the electromagnetic calorimeter, and hadron
calorimeter.

experiments) relying on full reconstruction of all recoiling particles, is only practical in
e+e� collisions, and requires a much lower luminosity, greatly reducing production yield
and hence sensitivity.

• DM re-scattering in a detector downstream of the production point (as in LSND [34],
E137 [35], MiniBoone [36–38], and BDX⇤ [39, 40]) can use very intense beams of either
protons or electrons, but the low probability of DM scattering weakens sensitivity relative
to what is possible in a kinematic search – whereas the kinematic signals of DM production
scale as the square of the weak SM-DM coupling, re-scattering signals scale as the fourth
power. As a result, even the most aggressive proposals with intense beams fall short of the
anticipated LDMX reach.

• Missing energy (as in NA64), reconstructing only the energy (not the angle or 3-
momentum), is closely related to the missing-momentum approach but with fewer kine-
matic handles to reject SM backgrounds and measure veto inefficiencies in situ. In addition,
missing energy experiments lack the ability to distinguish final-state electrons from one or
more photons, introducing irreducible neutrino backgrounds to high-rate missing energy
experiments [39]).

However, reaching the full potential of this technique places demanding constraints on the
experiment and beamline supporting it. A high repetition rate of electrons is required (⇠ 50M
e�/sec on target for Phase I, and as much as ⇠ 1G e�/sec on target for Phase II), and so also
a fast detector that can individually resolve the energies and angles of electrons incident on the
detector, while simultaneously rejecting a variety of potential background processes varying in
rate over many orders of magnitude. A conceptual cartoon diagram of the proposed experimental
design is shown in Fig. 8, showing the alignment of the beam, the thin target, a tracker for the
recoil electrons, and the required electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters to confirm the missing
momentum signature. This cartoon will be helpful to the reader for understanding the discussion of
signal and potential background reactions in Section III. The remainder of this note, from Section
IV onward, describes the design in greater detail.

Why missing momentum
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Requiring only dark production means process 
scales as ε2 as opposed to re-scattering or 

visible processes (ε4)

pT gives another handle to 
reject backgrounds

Measuring nothing requires 
measuring everything!



The Light Dark Matter eXperiment 
• Electron missing momentum experiment 4/8 GeV  
• Primary physics goal: definitively explore thermal 

dark matter milestones 
• Based at LCLS-II @ SLAC; new beamline under 

development 
• Received DMNI R&D funding - currently working on 

meeting R&D milestones
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LDMX
LESA

/ LESA



LDMX
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LDMX

HCAL

ECAL

recoil 
tracker

tagging 
tracker

Dipole 
Magnet

target/trig scintillator

1m

Detector technology synergies:
Tracker: HPS/CMS
ECal: CMS HGCal

HCal/Trigger Scintillator: CMS/mu2e



Projected sensitivity
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4x1014 EoT  
@ 4 GeV

Note: mA’ = 3mχ is conservative assumption

1x1016 EoT  
@ 8 GeV



LDMX plans for Snowmass

• Continue detector design and development in preparation for construction  
• Meet FY21 milestones for tracker, trigger scintillator, ECal, HCal, and TDAQ, 

computing infrastructure 
• Continue to improve simulation and reconstruction performance 
• On-going physics studies for 2-electron performance, 8 GeV studies, dark matter 

production in the ECal, wide-angle background studies 

• Build up broader physics case for additional dark sector searches and synergy with 
DUNE physics program through measurements of electron-nucleon scattering 
processes

10



LDMX plans for Snowmass
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FIG. 12: Projected reach of an LDMX-style experiment to missing momentum (green solid and dashed
lines) and visible late decay (purple solid and dashed lines) in a model with a strongly interacting dark sector.
The invisible and visible channels are described in detail in Sections III E and V C, respectively. The solid
(dashed) lines correspond to 8 (16) GeV electron beam, with other experimental parameters given in the
text. Regions excluded by existing data from the BaBar invisible search [89], DM scattering at LSND [78],
E137 [16, 79], and MiniBooNE [88], as well as electron beam dumps E137 [16] and Orsay [15] are shown
in gray. The projections for an upgraded version of the SeaQuest experiment (dotted purple) [128] and the
Belle II invisible search (20 fb�1, dotted/solid blue) [1, 80] are also shown. We have fixed ↵D = 10�2,
mA0/m⇡ = 3, mV /m⇡ = 1.8, and m⇡/f⇡ = 3 in computing experimental limits. Contours of the dark
matter self-interaction cross section per mass, �scatter/m⇡, are shown as vertical gray dotted lines. The
dot-dashed gray contours denote regions excluded by measurements of the cosmic microwave background.
The black solid (dashed) line shows the parameters for which hidden sector pions saturate the observed DM
abundance for mV /m⇡ = 1.8 (1.6).

E. Strongly-Interacting Models

Until recently most light DM scenarios have focused on weak couplings in the hidden sector as
described in the previous sections. Another generic possibility is that the dark sector is described
by a confining gauge theory similar to our QCD [11, 129]. The low-energy spectrum then contains
dark mesons, the lightest of which can make up the DM. The presence of heavier composite states,
e.g. analogues of the SM vector mesons, and strong self-interactions can alter the cosmological
production of DM [128]. This leads to qualitatively different experimental targets compared to
those in the minimal models. Despite the large variety of possible scenarios featuring different
gauge interactions and matter content, both visible and invisible signals appear to be generic in
strongly interacting sectors. As a concrete example, we will focus on the model recently studied
in Ref. [128] with a SU(3) confining hidden sector with 3 light quark flavors, and a dark photon
mediator. Therefore production of dark sector states occurs through the A0 which then promptly
decays either into dark pions and/or vector mesons. The dark pions and some of the vector mesons
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FIG. 15: LDMX sensitivity to Dirac fermion millicharged particles in the Q�/e � m� plane. The LDMX
reach is shown as the solid (dot-dashed) red line for the configuration with a 8 (16) GeV electron beam
on a tungsten (aluminum) target and 1016 EOT. Regions excluded by the SLAC MilliQ [135], neutrino
experiments [136], supernova cooling [137] and colliders are shown in gray. Projected sensitivities of
milliQan [138] and SHiP [136] are shown as the blue and yellow dashed-dotted lines, respectively. We
expect that for Q� ⇠ e millicharged particles will deposit energy in the LDMX detector through ionization,
thereby reducing the sensitivity of the missing momentum technique at large masses.

B. Millicharges

Millicharged particles arise as the mA0 ! 0 limit of a dark photon coupled to U(1)D charges
(i.e. the model described in Sec. IV A) [74], or as a fundamental particles with a small electro-
magnetic (EM) charge. In both cases, the effective Lagrangian for a millicharge � is simply

L � Q�Aµ�̄�µ�, (46)

where Q� ⌧ e is the EM charge of � and we take � to be a Dirac fermion. If � is not associated
with a U(1)D symmetry, then the discovery of a fundamental millicharged particle would refute
the charge quantization principle [139, 140] and inform us on related issues like the existence
of monopoles and Grand Unification [141]. Recently, relic millicharged particles have been pro-
posed [142] as a possible explanation of the EDGES 21 cm signal [143]. Given the importance
of millicharges in understanding of charge quantization and potential implications of the EDGES
result, it is useful to search for these particles in the laboratory. Pairs of � particles can be pro-
duced in fixed-target experiments through an off-shell Bremsstrahlung photon. Once produced,
the probability of millicharges to interact with the detector is suppressed by (Q�/e)2

⌧ 1, so they
are likely to escape the detector without depositing any energy. This means that such particles can
be searched for in the missing momentum channel at an LDMX-like experiment. In Fig. 15, we
show the LDMX sensitivity to millicharged particles in the Q�/e � m� plane for the setup with a
8 or 16 GeV electron beam, 10

16 EOT, and tungsten (solid red line) and aluminum (dot-dashed red
line) targets. Existing constraints from the SLAC MilliQ and collider experiments [135], neutrino
experiments (LSND and MiniBooNE) [136], and supernova cooling [137] are shown in gray. The

SIMPs

Millicharged

45

FIG. 21: Sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to axion-like particles (ALPs) dominantly coupled to
photons (top row) or electrons (bottom row) via late-decay and invisible channels. The solid red lines
show the 95% C.L. reach of a search for late decays inside of the detector (assuming late � conversion
background), while the green-dashed lines correspond to the missing momentum channel where the ALP
decays outside of the detector. In both cases, the two sets of lines correspond to 8 and 16 GeV beams,
with Ebeam = 16 GeV having slighter better reach in mass; the left (right) column assumes 1016 (1018)
EOT. The high-luminosity configuration (1018 EOT) must forgo single electron tracking, so the missing
momentum search (and the use of pT as a background discriminant in the visible channel) is not possi-
ble. In the top row, recasts of constraints from beam dump experiments E141, E137, ⌫Cal, and the BaBar
monophoton search from Ref. [156], and LEP [157] are shown as gray regions. Projections for SHiP [155],
a SeaQuest-like experiment with sensitivity to �� final states [99], Belle II 3 photon search (50 ab�1 inte-
grated luminosity) [156] are shown as thin dashed lines. In the bottom row, existing constraints from E141,
Orsay, BaBar [19] and electron g�2 are shaded in gray, while the estimated sensitivities of DarkLight [158],
HPS [1], MAGIX [1, 159] and Belle II are indicated as thin dashed lines.

ALPs
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FIG. 19: Sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to visibly-decaying dark photons for 1016 (left panel)
and 1018 (right panel) EOT. The solid red lines show the 95% C.L. reach of a search for late decays inside
of the detector (assuming late � conversion background), while the green-dashed lines correspond to the
missing momentum channel where the dark photon decays outside of the detector. In both cases, the two
sets of lines correspond to 8 and 16 GeV beams, with Ebeam = 16 GeV having slighter better reach in
mass. The high-luminosity configuration (1018 EOT) must forgo single electron tracking, so the missing
momentum search (and the use of pT as a background discriminant in the visible channel) is not possible.
Existing constraints from E141, Orsay and E137 beam-dump experiments [151], NA48/2 [153], LHCb [21]
and BaBar [19] are shown in gray. Projected sensitivities of HPS (orange) [1], an upgraded version of
SeaQuest [99] (purple), Belle II (green, 50 ab�1 integrated luminosity) [1] and LHCb (blue) [68, 69] are
shown as thin dashed lines (see text for details).

while the A0 decay length can be estimated to be

�c⌧A0 ⇡ 65 cm ⇥

✓
EA0

8 GeV

◆✓
10

�5

✏

◆2 ✓
100 MeV

mA0

◆2

, (54)

where we normalized the A0 energy at production to the nominal LDMX Phase II beam energy (re-
call that for mA0 > me, the dark photon carries away most of the beam energy [150]). This lifetime
is in the interesting range for an LDMX-style experiment for both visible and missing-momentum
signals. We show the projected sensitivity of Phase II of LDMX to this scenario in Fig. 19 for 8 and
16 GeV beams along with existing constraints from beam dump experiments [151], NA48/2 [153],
LHCb [21] and BaBar [19]. There are many on-going and proposed searches for the minimal A0

scenario targeting different regions of parameter space. We show the sensitivity of the following
representative subset in Fig. 19: the displaced vertex search at HPS [1], displaced decays at an
upgraded version of SeaQuest [99], dilepton resonance search at Belle II, and LHCb D⇤ and in-
clusive searches [68, 69]. The Belle II reach is estimated from the BaBar result [19] by a simple
rescaling, assuming 50 ab

�1 integrated luminosity and a better invariant mass resolution as de-
scribed in Refs. [1, 80]. A more complete list of planned and upcoming experiments can be found
in Refs. [1, 5].

Dark Photon
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Lepton-Nucleus Cross Section Measurements for DUNE with the LDMX Detector
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We point out that the LDMX (Light Dark Matter eXperiment) detector design, conceived to search
for sub-GeV dark matter, will also have very advantageous characteristics to pursue electron-nucleus
scattering measurements of direct relevance to the neutrino program at DUNE and elsewhere. These
characteristics include a 4-GeV electron beam, a precision tracker, electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters with near 2⇡ azimuthal acceptance from the forward beam axis out to ⇠40� angle,
and low reconstruction energy threshold. LDMX thus could provide (semi)exclusive cross-section
measurements, with detailed information about final-state electrons, pions, protons, and neutrons.
We compare the predictions of two widely-used neutrino generators (genie, gibuu) in the LDMX
region of acceptance to illustrate the large modeling discrepancies in electron-nucleus interactions
at DUNE-like kinematics. We argue that discriminating between these predictions is well within
the capabilities of the LDMX detector.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of neutrino masses and flavor mixing
represents a breakthrough in the search for physics be-
yond the Standard Model. As the field of neutrino
physics enters the precision era, accelerator-based neu-
trino oscillation experiments are taking center stage.
This includes NOvA, T2K, and MicroBooNE, which are
currently taking data, SBND and ICARUS detectors,
which will soon be deployed at Fermilab, and the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), for which
the technical design is being finalized.

The primary goal of the accelerator-based neutrino
program is the measurement of oscillation features in
a reconstructed neutrino-energy spectrum. Performing
this reconstruction accurately and consistently for both
neutrinos and antineutrinos requires a detailed under-
standing of how (anti)neutrinos interact with nuclei—
a subtlety that has already impacted past oscillation
fits [1–3], despite the availability of near detectors, which
can help tune cross-section models and constrain other
systematic e↵ects. The situation will be even more chal-
lenging at DUNE [4], where the science goal is to measure
the subtle e↵ects of �CP and mass hierarchy, requiring a
much higher level of precision.

The origin of these di�culties stems from the com-
plexity of neutrino-nucleus interactions in the relevant
energy range, which for DUNE is approximately between
500 MeV and 4 GeV. At these energies, di↵erent mech-
anisms of interaction yield comparable contributions to
the cross section (see Appendix C for details). One has
to model both quasielastic (QE) scattering, in which a
struck nucleon remains unbroken, ⌫µ + n ! µ� + p,
and various processes in which one or more pions are
produced. The latter can occur through the excitation
of baryonic resonances, as well as through nonresonant
channels. At su�ciently high values of 4-momentum
transfer, Q2 = �(p⌫ � pµ)2, and energy transfer, ! =
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FIG. 1. Simulated event distribution for charged-current
muon neutrino scattering on argon in the DUNE near de-
tector, shown as a heat map, compared with the kinematics
accessible in inclusive and (semi)exclusive electron scattering
measurements at LDMX. Blue lines correspond to constant
electron-scattering angles of 40�, 30�, and 20�. Green lines
represent contours of constant transverse electron momenta
pT of 800, 400, and 200 MeV. As currently envisioned, LDMX
can probe the region with ✓e < 40� and pT > 10 MeV (below
the scale of the plot).

E⌫�Eµ, the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) description of
the interaction becomes appropriate, in which the lepton
scatters on individual quarks inside the nucleon, followed
by a process of “hadronization”.

As DUNE uses argon as a target, all this happens
inside a large nucleus, adding further complexity. The
presence of the surrounding nucleons means hadrons cre-
ated at the primary interaction vertex may undergo large

Electron-nucleon scattering



LDMX Snowmass process goals

• Raise community awareness in LDMX as powerful probe of sub-GeV dark 
matter and thermal relic benchmark models 
• Develop community narrative for accelerator-based sub-GeV dark matter 

and dark sector research program building from BRN report paradigm 

• Mature LDMX design and experimental readiness for primary dark matter 
missing momentum analysis 

• Explore broader LDMX physics program for visible dark sector signatures and 
complementarity with DUNE via electron-nucleon scattering measurements
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M3
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Thick target used to  
compensate for lower 
beam current as compared  
electron fixed target facilities 

Likely need some coarse tracking-
based trigger to manage large flux

Active target provides 
necessary handles for 
identify backgrounds 
produced in target

Single  
muon  
into M3

Low E, high pT 
muon out

Kahn, Krjnaic, Tran, Whitbeck 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144



Muon facilities at FNAL

**Similar experiment prosed as an extension to NA64  
using CERN’s secondary muon beams with higher  
energy muons — lower energies allow for a more compact design

Fixed target experiments can be 
hosted at various points with varying 
luminosities achievable  
(up to 1013 over several years )

Facilities exist that can be used immediately with minimal modifications to achieve world-leading sensitivity
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~15 GeV muons

Phase 1 at MCenter, 1010 MoT 
Phase 2 at NM4, 1013 MoT



M3 sensitivity 
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Light Dark Matter with the Missing Momentum Technique — 6/12

Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25

(a) (b)

FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and

Can test the remainder of the (g-2)μ parameter space by 
covering connections to invisible signatures & is uniquely 

sensitive to muon-philic DM thermal relic models
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Provides competitive (better at high mass)  
sensitivity to generic thermal relic DM scenarios



M3 Snowmass process goals

• Raise community awareness in M3 as a unique probe of light new physics 
related to potentially confirmed g-2 anomaly  

• Raise community awareness in M3 as potentially powerful probe of sub-GeV 
dark matter and thermal relic benchmark models 
• Complementary to electron beams for generic light DM benchmark models 

and as a unique probe of muon-phillic (e.g. Lμ-τ) DM benchmark models 

• Develop a first baseline detector concept and simulation;  
• Further refine accelerator requirements with Fermilab accelerator complex

16
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Accelerators & Complementarity

• Thermal relic sub-GeV dark matter compelling 
• Accelerators important complementarity with direct detection  
• New opportunities for to search for dark sectors

18
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Figure 1-1: Dependence of interaction strength and dark matter velocity for accelerator experiments and direct 
detection experiments in PRD 1 and PRD 2, respectively.  The reach of the different techniques is indicated, as well 
as near-term theoretical milestone scenarios.  Depending on the scaling of the dependence of the low-energy dark 
matter scattering with nuclei or electrons, direct detection or accelerator production could be most sensitive. 
 
 

 
Figure 1-2: Dependence of interaction strength parameter space for wave dark matter spanning many orders of 
magnitude.  In the upper mass range, direct detection experiments (PRD 2) provide complementary information for 
PRD 3. 
 
  

Dark Matter New Initiatives

PRD1 = accelerator-based 
PRD2 = direct detection

https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf?la=en&hash=FCA512364A61567D7442A270D072273DDB56E2B4
https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf?la=en&hash=FCA512364A61567D7442A270D072273DDB56E2B4

